Multi-agent models and simulations are used to describe complex systems in domains such as biological, geographical or ecological sciences. The increasing model complexity results in a growing need for computing resources and motivates the use of new architectures such as multi-cores and many-cores. Using them eciently however remains a challenge in many models as it requires adaptations tailored to each program, using low-level code and libraries. In this paper we present MCMAS a generic toolkit allowing an ecient use of many-core architectures through already dened data structures and kernels. The toolkit provides few famous algorithms as diusion, path-nding or population dynamics that are frequently used in an agent based models. For further needs, MC-MAS is based on a exible architecture that can easily be enriched by new algorithms thanks to development features. The use of the library is illustrated with three models and their performance analysis.
Introduction
Multi-Agent Systems (MAS) are often used to describe large complex systems where the behaviour of the simulated entities cannot be generalised by a global law, as a mathematical dierential equation for instance. This is the case in numerous biological, geographical or ecological systems [5, 8] where the behaviour of the entities composing the system can be represented by an algorithm, the agent algorithm. The behaviour observed on the whole system then emerges from the animated model.
In these simulations increasing the size or precision of the model is often needed to obtain more accurate or realistic results. This generally leads to a higher computation load as more entities are represented or as more complex algorithms are used to simulate the entity behaviours. When the load increases personal computers may not be able to run the simulations in reasonable time and more powerful computing platforms must be used. Parallel architectures are thus becoming a required mean to gain performance. Their use however requires fundamental improvement in the model runtimes provided by standard platforms such as NetLogo [26] , GAMA [28] or Repast [10] . Several projects as D-MASON [7] or Repast-HPC [11] have introduced distributed computing techniques into MAS in order to benet from the parallel CPU architectures. The goal of these works is to accelerate or enlarge the simulations to get more descriptive and accurate results.
Last years have seen the emergence of GPU cards based on massively parallel architectures and many-core processors as the Xeon Phi, both used with a parallel SIMD (Single Instruction Multiple Data) programming model. GPGPU computing is already used in various domains as linear solvers, video streaming or image processing. Most of these applications are based on matrix data structures well-adapted to parallel processing and several general purpose libraries for high performance computing as BLAS [2] have already been adapted to these architectures. The underlying execution model, with lots of cores, well ts programs where several identical instructions are applied on large sets of data (SIMD model). This is, for instance, the case when a linear transformation is applied on a matrix. Many-core computing, i.e. based on many-core processors as the Xeon Phi, is an emerging domain that relays on more general purpose cores. The number of available cores is usually less than on GPU but their individual power is higher and they can run more general purpose applications using the OpenMP parallelism model. MAS are also characterised by a set of entities having the same behaviour and should thus benet from the use of many-core and GPU architectures. Considering that most of personal computers are equipped with an easily accessible GPU card, using GPU to run MAS must then be considered as a possible way to speed agent based simulations up. Similarly the emergence of many-core processors must be considered as an opportunity to improve agent based simulation performance. In practice MAS may however be characterised by not so regular data accesses and unpredictable behaviours due to algorithms oering multiple execution branches or random aspects. They thus do not perfectly t the single instruction ow model and adaptations in their execution workows are thus required to allow agents to run concurrently.
In this paper we assess the use of GPU and many-core architectures to accelerate MAS simulations. The contribution of the paper is a toolkit, called MCMAS (Many Core MAS), that provides functions to facilitate the implementation of MAS simulations on GPU and many-core architectures and better exploit their computing power. Related works on GPU and MAS are summarised in section 2. Then, in section 3, we present the MCMAS library. Its interface and extension facilities are illustrated on three use cases: the classical Prey-Predator model, the Collembola model and the Mior model. The model performance results are detailed in section 5. We then conclude on the possibilities of the MCMAS platform and its possible application to other models or use cases in section 6.
Related works
Multi-agent systems (MAS) are produced by a bottom-up modelling approach, where the global evolution of the system is determined by the action of individual entities. These agents are associated to their own properties and behaviours, described in the shape of algorithm. Multi-agent systems cover a large spectrum of models, ranging from simple models implemented as cellular automaton to problems including state-of-art research in articial intelligence. A distinction is thus made between cognitive and reactive agents [30, 9] , depending on the level of reasoning associated to each individual. Cognitive agents characterised by complex behaviour are clearly incompatible with the SIMD execution model of the GPU. On the opposite, the behaviour of a reactive agents is only based on stimulus and reactions. These agents are used for instance to describe simple animals [23] or articial creatures [21] bounded by a set of characteristics and denitions. As the reactive agents are characterised by more simple algorithms, run by all the agents, they are possible candidates to a GPU parallelisation.
MAS simulations usually relay on the scheduling at each time step of the execution of a set of agents having the same behaviour, hence the same algorithm. When the number of agents in the set becomes large it is worth to use more powerful computing architectures as GPU or many-core processors 1 . Some works have already demonstrated the gain of using GPU to run MAS in dierent applications as trac simulation [27] or in various domains as cellular automaton [12] , mobile agent path nding [14] , genetic processes [22] or life science [17] . These works present specic adaptations of existing MAS to GPU. In these models individual behaviours driven by mathematical laws (path nding) or equations (cellular automatons) can be considered as the application of the same process on each individual. This approach does not however work for the majority of MAS, and algorithmic adaptations are often required. Note that a full-GPU approach sometime limits the possible use in MAS and that an hybrid approach as presented in [24] , based on CPU plus GPU, may t the needs of a larger number of MAS.
The FLAME-GPU [25] platform proposes an all-in-one solution to run MAS on GPU. The framework relies on a detailed XML description of the agents and on C-like code fragments to support several target architectures. This approach implies that the MAS is developed for the framework and thus cannot (re)use an existing model nor cannot interface with other MAS runtimes.
To our knowledge there is yet no work that explores the use of many-core processors (in the sense of many general purpose cores) to run agent based simulations.
MCMAS
As previously stated on the one hand Multi Agent Systems are based on large sets of entities with the same behaviour, and thus should benet from a SIMD execution architecture, and on the other hand this behaviour is not always regular or simple enough to reach a full use of the power of GPU cards or many-core processors. For this reason, porting a MAS on these architectures often requires a model adaptation to benet from this architecture. Manycore programming is however not as simple as developing models using MAS platforms. First, because the programming languages are not the same. Second, because there is not much facilities for the development or adaptation of models on such architectures. Note that GPU cards and many-core processors can also been used as co-processors to accelerate costly functions of a simulation as globally updating of an environment or a set of agents and we thus also explore this approach.
Basic MCMAS
We propose the MCMAS platform to facilitate the implementation of agent based models, or part of these models, on GPU and many-core architectures. MCMAS proposes a framework that includes a set of commonly used functions and data structures to simplify the implementation of new models and it allows the integration of new functionalities in the shape of plugins. Several levels of use are thus possible to provide a better exibility in the integration between CPU and GPU execution. Choosing a programming language is the rst step to adapt an agent based model to a GPU or many-core platform. On the one hand the Java programming language is often used for the implementation of MAS due to its large availability and its high-level object-oriented programming. On the other hand GPU platforms only oer dedicated languages, CUDA or OpenCL, so that a model implementation requires some part of GPU-specic developments or the use of GPU enabled libraries. Many-core platforms may be programmed with standard languages but high performance languages as Open-MP, or OpenCL, are needed to eciently benet from their computing power. As Java is a widespread language in MAS, MCMAS oers a higher level Java interface. This interface is linked with OpenCL GPU-code through the JOCL library [1] (see gure 1). We choose OpenCL for its portability and the possibility to run programs on CPU, GPU and many-core architectures without modication.
As shown on gure 1 the framework provides two levels of interfaces. A low level interface MCM, for Many-Core Manager, that relays on the JOCL adaptation layer. MCM provides tools to manage the execution on several cores and to manage native memory. Plugins can be developed thanks to this lowlevel layer. These plugins are then grouped to provide the higher-level MCMAS The proposed architecture allows several parallelisation approaches depending on the model: (i) a process parallelisation where calls to plugins are issued only for the usage of many-core optimised primitives in an existing MAS model while the rest of the simulation still uses the CPU, or (ii) model parallelisation when the whole MAS model is rewritten to run on a parallel platform. This two layered extensible architecture allows the designer to either use already developed plugins or to roll its own solutions, based on the parallelised operations required by its model. Choosing either solution depends on the model analysis with regards to the Amdahl law [3] , to identify the functions that would most benet to run on several cores and their implementation diculty. The process parallelisation is illustrated by the well known Prey-Predator model [20, 29] . The model parallelisation is illustrated by the Mior model [18] . Note that a third level of use is also possible when an existing plugin can be adapted to t the needs of a model. This third way of using MCMAS is illustrated by the Collembola model. These model parallelisation are developed in section 4.
Programming with MCMAS
OpenCL provides access to CPU, GPU or many-core threads using an asynchronous interface. This library is based around three main concepts. The kernel represents a program to be executed on the GPU or many-core. The work-item is analogous to the concept of thread on CPU. The work-group is a set of work-items that share memory. An OpenCL execution consists in running the same kernel on numerous work-items. Synchronisation operations, as barriers, can only be used across the same work-group. Data used by the work-items can be stored in local (high speed) or global (low speed) GPU or many-core memory. Since the size of this local memory is often limited to a few hundred of kilobytes, choosing this number often implies a compromise between the model synchronisation or data requirements and the available resources. In the case of agent based simulations, each agent can thus naturally be mapped to a workitem. Work-groups can then be used to represent groups of agents or simulations sharing common data (as the environment) or algorithms (as the background evolution process). This process is described in more details in the case of the Mior model [18] .
Similar data structures are used by whole classes of MAS. One such example is the grid, which can be either integrated in the algorithm, as in SugarScape [12] where each cell represents the fundamental unit of modelling, or used to discretise a continuous environment as path-nding simulations [15] . These grids can be considered as 2d or 3d matrices representing agent data or their environment. Another data representation often encountered in MAS is the usage of coordinate systems to position agents in the simulation space [13] .
MCMAS provides a standard set of data structures (grids, vectors, structures) as a mean to pass data to plugin methods. Methods are provided to facilitate the translation of existing Java data structures to these formats. Each plugin is also free to dene its own data structures, either for its own usage or for general use. A exible data architecture has been designed to expand the existing data collection.
These common structures also lead to the usage of similar algorithms in many simulations, such as distance computation in 2d or 3d space, diusion processes, reduction operations, SIMD transformations (as linear functions) applied to each cell of the model. These kinds of processing can be parallelised and executed on the GPU, leading to possible performance gains, without heavy modications to the model scheme.
The MCMAS interface is based on the MCMASContext object. This context contains all the data (for instance device context and execution queue) required to run MCMAS low-level operations and plugins. The context can be created using a wide variety of constructors, to allow the customisation of the environment depending on the available execution resources and the needed functionalities: proling, debugging. . . This MCMAS context can then be either used to initialise MCMAS plugins using the newInstance() method, or to directly call low-level OpenCL operations, using the accessors provided for the underlying OpenCL objects. A MCMAS plugin is a Java class which implements the MCMASPlugin interface. This interface allows plugins to be instantiated from a MCMAS context. This context is then be used by the plugin to allocate new data structures, to launch operations or to adapt its execution. Beyond the basic methods required by the interface, each plugin can provide its own free-form set of operations. New MCMAS plugins and structures are packaged as Java libraries. By convention all classes belonging to the same plugin are located in a mcmas.plugins.<plugin name> package to maintain code isolation and facilitate the discovery of new plugins.
Most plugin-provided operations are organised around the standard GPU execution workow: (1) OpenCL source code retrieval and compilation, (2) copy of Java data into input data structures, (3) execution of one or more kernel, (4) retrieval of output data and translation into Java data structures, and (5) resource cleanup and return from the primitive call. Memory allocations in each plugin can be managed at two levels. At instance level the memory is used for the lifetime of the plugin. At method level the memory is used for temporary copies of input and output parameters and to manage the execution progress.
3.4
Using MCMAS from existing MAS frameworks
The MCMAS library can also be used to delegate computations in existing MAS frameworks. The library can be interfaced with existing agent platforms to acts as a wrapper for OpenCL code that allows integration of optimised model parts within other simulators. An intermediary agent is required to translate the requests issued from existing models into calls to MCMAS plugins, and to manage the interactions with the MCMAS platform as shown on gure 2. This translation layer between MCMAS and the MAS framework allows a transparent use of the library without disturbing the existing model architecture. For instance, in the case of the GAMA platform, this integration can be realised by extending the agent description language with MCMAS related functions. For that, an OGSI plugin dedicated to GAMA can be developed. In the case of the Madkit framework [16] , a threaded agent may be implemented that is ordered by other simulation agents through a dedicated agent communication language.
Parallelising models with MCMAS
In this section we present three examples of model parallelisation. Each case illustrates a possible use of MCMAS, i.e. using existing plugins (process parallelisation), adapting existing plugins to accelerate part of a model (process parallelisaton with plugin adaptation) or developing a model to run on several cores (model parallelisation).
Process parallelisation use case
As a rst illustration of the MCMAS use we present here an adaptation of the well known Prey-Predator model. The observed system consists of wolves, sheeps and grass. Its implementation is based on ve steps that are run sequentially: environment preparation (conversion of the environment grid from the java representation to the MCMAS representation), grass growth, preparing agent position (conversion of agent positions from their java representation to their MCMAS representation), maximum search to dene the agent moves depending on their neighbourhood and eventually the agent updates (moves, feeding, reproduction, energy). Two of these steps can easily be run on many cores as the needed functions (linear transformation of all the cells of the grid and maximum search) are already implemented in MCMAS. The other parts of the model are harder to implement on several cores due to synchronisation issues and conditional behaviours. Figure 3 illustrates the use of MCMAS to speedup the Prey-Predator model. This process parallelisation is done at very low cost as we just call plugins. It is also easy to realise for none expert programmers. The main loop of the model is run on the CPU. This means that the CPU keeps the control of the simulation run. The two most costly functions, grass updating and maximum search, are run in parallel on the GPU or the many-core processor, as on a co-processor. To illustrate the MCMAS use for a process parallelisation, a scheme of the simulation program is given on gure 4.
This usage of the MCMAS library is rather easy to integrate in an existing model. It however assumes that there always exists an adapted plugin for the more costly steps of the model. This is fortunately the case for the PreyPredator model but this is obviously not the case for all models. For this we provide other implementation levels in MCMAS that allows the developer to adapt existing plugins to develop new ones.
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Loop to the next iteration A rst analysis of the problem shows that a simple way to improve the simulation performance with many cores is to use existing plugins to compute each of the four steps. An existing plugins can be used for the selection step as it is applied to all the cells. The computations done by the three other steps are close to functions proposed by existing plugins, but they depend on the plot congurations. For this reason we had to adapt them to the particular Collembola case. The sum step sums the collembola number for each plot instead of for the whole grid so we have modied the plugin to return a vector instead of a single value. The reproduction step uses the sum of the collembola in the plot to determine the number of created collembola, then it distributes them in the cells under a maximum threshold condition. This has been implemented using the linear transformation plugin that we adapt to these constraints. The diusion step needs to compute a gradient of diusion between the cells under the condition of the plot type. We have modied the gradient plugin to add this condition.
Note that specic synchronisation schemes are used with these four steps to overlap the data transfers between the host memory and the GPU or many-core memory.
Thanks to the MCMAS architecture the modied plugins are easily added to the framework. The resulting code is thus quite similar to the one presented for the Prey-Predator model. We just call the four plugins instead of two. As previously the GPU or the many-core platform is used as a specialised coprocessor for the simulation.
4.3
Model parallelisation use case
The Mior (MIcro-ORganism) [6] model simulates local interactions in a soil between microbial colonies and organic matters. The Mior model can be used in multi-scale MAS, such as Sworm [4] . Since the evolution takes place at a microscopic scale each unit of soil corresponds to many such simulations that justify the computing cost of this process. The Mior model is not based on a grid and many of its computations cannot be found in a generic plugin so we have developed a specic MCMAS plugin. Figure 6 gives a scheme of the MCMAS implementation for the plugin with specic functions. Once this plugin is developed it can easily been used from a Java program as illustrated on ( Figure 5 ). Implementing a new plugin however requires specic many-core programming and parallelisation skills to eciently use the resources. For instance the Mior plugin uses compressed data structures to improve the execution performance. The Mior plugin makes use of the MCM interface. It facilitates its implementation by providing functions for many-core run and memory management.
Experiments
In this section we present the performance obtained with the implementation of the three use cases. We show the gain obtained by delegating functions to MCMAS or by implementing a plugin that uses the MCMAS library. With these experiments we illustrate the possible uses of MCMAS depending on the considered GPU.
Experiment settings
There are lots of GPU cards sold by manufacturers and it is obviously not possible to test MCMAS on all of them. As we can only test few of them we had to choice cards that are representative of dierent categories.
One of the MCMAS targets is the improvement of the simulation performance on personal computers. We thus choose to rst test our framework on mainstream cards. We choose two cards: one Nvidia card, the Geforce 560Ti, and one AMD card, the Radeon HD HD6870. Both can be considered as representative of actual cards albeit they are not the most up-to-date. They both have 1 Gb of dedicated memory. These cards are included in two dierent personal computers. The Geforce card has 384 cores running at a frequency speed of 833 MHz. It is associated with an Intel core i7 2600K processor, with 4 physical cores, running at 3.4 Ghz and 4 Go of central memory. The Radeon card has 1120 cores running at a frequency speed of 900 MHz. It is associated with an AMD Phenom II X6 1090T running at 3.2 GHz, with 6 physical cores, and 4 Gb of central memory. These congurations are standard congurations for todays personal computers.
MCMAS can also been used on supercomputers. As more and more clusters are equiped with GPU cards to improve their computing power, it is worth testing MCMAS with professional cards. Our tests are based on two generations of Nvidia GPU cards: the Kepler K20M and K40. The K20 card has 2494 cores running at a frequency clock of 706 MHz and 5 Gb of dedicated memory. The K20 card has 2880 cores running at 745 MHz and 12 Gb of memory. They are associated with an Intel Xeon E5-2609v2 running at 2.5 GHz. This card is a recent GPU card mostly designed for high Performance Computing (HPC). We did also run the simulations on a Nvidia Tesla C1060 card. This is a rather old card launched in 2008. This card gives good results for dedicated code as the Mior plugin but lakes of genericity for less specic implementations, mainly because it does not provide cached memory. The results with this older card are presented in [19] . Last, to illustrate the many-core performance, we also run our models on a Xeon Phi card. The Xeon Phi processor has 61 physical cores that provides 244 virtual cores running at 1.238GHz with 1 Gb of memory.
Using an accelerator cards as a GPU or a Xeon Phi always results in an additional cost, at least the cost of transferring data between the CPU and the card memory. These costs can be minimised when the size of the simulation increases and the performance gains thus depends more on the size of the model. Therefore we have run all the presented models with dierent scaling factors for the agent population size. On the other hand, running small simulations on the external card may not be a good idea for particular models due to these overhead of memory transfers and it is not worth it implementing a manycore simulation if its size does not justify it. Despite this we did not notice a performance degradation on our models, even for small sized simulations, as it can be noticed on the presented performance curves.
For each simulation we measure the running time on the CPU and on the accelerator card and compare both performance. The CPU runs are Java implementations of the models instead of their initial Netlogo implementations as it would not be fair to compare programs to interpreted code (Netlogo implementations are much more slower). The basic CPU runs are sequential runs. Using the ability of OpenCL, and hence MCMAS, to run on multi-core CPU as well as on GPU and many-core, we also includes multi-core CPU runs of the models. This gives a comparison of the performance obtained on the CPU by using all the available cores, since MCMAS also targets multi-core platforms.
With these experiments we intend to show on the one hand how MCMAS can improve simulations by simply using or adapting existing plugins and, on the other hand, how it can also be used to develop dedicated plugins and give good performances on personal computers as well as on HPC platforms. The rst set of experiments only presents the results on personal computer platforms. Then, in a second set, we show the results obtained on HPC platforms. With this model we assess two cases where the use of more computing power is needed: increasing the size of the model and varying one of the simulation parameters, the size of the search area here. The rst case shows how, depending on the scaling factor, the whole simulation is impacted by the GPU use. In the second case only the search plugin is impacted by the parameter variation and the remaining of the simulation is not changed. Figure 7 shows the performance obtained on the GeForce platform with the Prey-Predator model when varying the size of the model. Three implementa-tions are compared here: (1) the Java/CPU curve plots the performance of a traditional sequential implementation of the model, (2) the MCMAS/CPU curve plots a parallel implementation that runs on the 8 cores (4 physical cores) of the CPU, and (3) the MCMAS/GPU curve plots the GPU runs of the same implementation. Each point of the curves is the mean running time of 5 runs 2 . Note that the performance obtained by the two parallel implementations are prone to variation, around 15% between the extreme values. This variation increases with the model size and is due to concurrency in memory accesses. In the initial simulation (scale 1) the environment is a 500 × 500 grid with 10000 preys and 5000 predators randomly disseminated on the grid. Note that a scale of two between two simulations causes a quadratic increase of the number of agents to maintain the agent density on the grid. For these simulations the size of the search area is xed at 50. The gure shows that using the GPU to delegate the computation of some functions in the simulation may leads to signicant performance improvements, globally 4 times compared to the Java implementation and 2 times compared to the CPU run whatever the model size is. Figure 8 shows the results obtained by the Prey-Predator model when varying the size of the search area on the GeForce GPU card. The variation thus only impacts the search plugin runtime while keeping the same grid size and the same running time for the other parts of the code. This illustrates that one of the parameter of the simulation may have a signicant impact on the simulation and its parallelisation. The simulation used is the reference simulation (scale 1) used in Figure 7 . The search area is dened by a square which side length is twice the search radius. The size of the search area has thus a quadratic progression when the search radius linearly progress.
On this simple model, by just using existing MCMAS plugins to improve costly parts of the simulation (as shown on gure 3), we can speedup the global runs up to 3.3 times faster compared to the sequential CPU runs with the GeForce platform and 2.3 times faster than when using the cores of the CPU. Variations can be observed on the GPU curves that are mainly linked to granularity of the simulation compared to the cache size as on the previous gure.
5.3
Process parallelisation with plugin adaptation results
The Collembola model illustrates a case of process parallelisation with plugin adaptation. The model is tested on both the GeForce and the Radeon cards. We did not implement the Collembola model on Java and we just compare here the impact of increasing the number of CPU cores used to run the simulation to the GPU runs. Figures 9a and 9b show the results obtained when running the simulations on both the Radeon card and the GeForce card. We compare here a sequential java run (1 core) and a multi-core MCMAS run on the local CPU (8 cores) to a GPU run (GeForce or Radeon). Each dot on the curves is the mean value of 5 runs 3 of the simulation. The size of the reference simulation (scaling factor of 1) is 256 × 256. The scale is obtained by multiplying the size of the environment while maintaining the global collembola density. Increasing the scaling factor thus leads to a quadratic progression of the observed area size.
As expected the use of the MCMAS library increases the performance of the simulation compared to the sequential runs. The best observed speedup is factor of 8 between the sequential run and the GeForce run. Note that the Radeon run gives poorer performance, limited to a speedup of 2.6. The reason is that the Radeon card is older and less multi-purpose and thus does not give so much performance as the agent code is not regular enough. Similarly the multi-core CPU curves are very close to the GPU ones and we have noticed a rather light load of the GPU during the simulations which means that our code does not take benet of the GPU full power has it does not perfectly match the SIMD programming model. This enforces our initial assumption that GPU platforms must gain in exibility to be used with MAS, which is fortunately the case for newer platforms. The curves exhibit a odd-even pattern, more marked for the Radeon. Since this phenomenon is visible on distinct hardware, drivers and OpenCL implementations, it is likely due to the model decomposition process based on warp of xed power-of-two sizes. Figure 10 gives a performance comparison of the simulation runs on the GeForce GPU and its associated CPU. Each dot represents the mean value of the execution duration for 50 simulations. At scale 1 the model contains 38 MM and 310 OM which is dictated by the original simulation. Then, at each scale, the size of the model, the number of OM, the number of MM and the size of the environment are multiplied by the corresponding factor to maintain the same mean agent density in the model.
We can notice that there is no notable benet to run on GPU for scale 1. The GPU implementation does not have enough threads (representing agents) for an optimal usage of GPU resources. But from scale 2 to 10 the speedup increases from 2 to 25 if we consider the CPU and GPU v2.0 results. The speedup is much higher than for the previous models. This is due to the fact that the whole simulation is parallelised and adapted to the GPU constraints. In the previous models only some functions were delegated to the GPU while the main control structure still run on the CPU. From the GPU v1.0 curve we can however conclude that parallelising the model is not always that simple. This rst version relays on the synchronisation tools provided by OpenCL and this is not ecient in this case with too much conicts. On the other hand the GPU v3.0 is shown to be underperforming although it was developed to enhance the eciency. In this case the memory copies do not provides the expected gain in performance. This clearly illustrates the diculty to develop an optimal code on the GPU architecture.
5.5
Results on HPC platforms
We show here the results obtained on our HPC platforms presented in section 5.1. The experiments setting for each model are the same as for the personal computer experiments. We compare each model when running on the CPU of the computing node and on the GPU or Xeon Phi. Figure 11a shows the compared performance of the model for dierent CPU congurations.
For the reference curve we run the Java implementation of the model on the node CPU. Then we use the MCMAS implementation and run it with dierent numbers of cores. The 1-core run generates a signicant lost of performance. This is explained by the initial cost of generating MCMAS data structures. Then the performance increases with the number of cores until it reaches a speedup factor of 4 for 8 cores. Figure 11b shows the performance results for dierent GPU and many-core platforms. The Xeon Phi provides the best performance but the Kepler GPU cards give very close results. The GeForce card has been added here for comparison and we can note that, although its performance is lower it is not that far for the HPC cards. When comparing both Figures 11a  and 11b , we can see that the running time almost linearly increases with the search radius and that the performance of the K40 card and the Xeon Phi shows a speedup of 2 compared to a 8 cores CPU run and a speedup of 10 compared to the reference Java run. Figure 12a shows a comparison of the results for the two Kepler platforms and for the multi-core run. Here the K20 card reaches almost the same performance as the K40 card. This can be explain by the short dierence between their frequencies and light load of the devices although the gain is noticeable. Note that the 8 cores runs give an average performance. Figure 12b shows the results for the dierent Mior implementations on the K40 card. The obtained performance is signicantly better here than on the GeForce as we reach a factor of 40.
On these HPC results we see that the speedup varies between 10 (PreyPredator and Collembola models) up to 40 (Mior model). As for the mainstream cards the dierence is explained by the level of adaptation of the implementation to the GPU architecture. With a speedup of 40 we reach a rather standard value that can be reached when porting other applications on GPU, as linear algebra based applications for instance. 6 
Conclusion
In this article we present MCMAS, a solution that facilitates the use of many-core architectures and that allows the integration of optimised model parts within agent based simulators. To achieve this, two possible approaches are supported by our toolkit: (i) use MCMAS as an optimised algorithm library; or (ii) use MCMAS as many-core runtime to develop specic algorithms or MAS. The usage can be mixed by the model designer, depending on its model needs and of the amount of development required.
The rst approach is to use the interfaces and plugins already provided by MCMAS. These plugins cover classic problems in MAS simulations as pathnding, diusion or population dynamics. These predened algorithms are ready to be used for accelerating one or more parts of an existing CPU simulation, without huge changes in the existing implementation. Thanks to the dynamic architecture new plugins can be added at runtime and it is thus easy to modify standard plugins to adapt them to specic cases as illustrated with the Collembola model.
The second approach is to develop new plugins for MCMAS to enable the implementation of more specialised or performance-critical algorithms directly on the underlying many-cores platform. This approach implies the development of OpenCL kernels, called from MCMAS, to execute portions of the computations. Once written, these kernels can be used both on CPU, GPU, many-core processors or any other OpenCL supported platform: this allows to reuse the same program on a wide set of architectures, ranging from personal computers to computing clusters, or dedicated GPU nodes, without modication or manual re-compilation.
Our main goal is now to enrich the MCMAS platform to support more MAS problems and to rene the support of new data structures to generalise the possible applications of this platform. The platform is now freely available on our website 4 and can also be completed by other contributors.
Note that MCMAS has yet only be tested on four GPU cards, Xeon Phi and on few CPU cores of a standard CPU. It will interesting to test it on more GPU architectures or even FPGA based platforms. While simple runs should quickly be possible as MCMAS if OpenCL is available on these platforms, ecient use may leverage more challenges due the dierence of their design. His main research area is modeling and simulating complex system with multi-agent systems and distributed computing. He applies his work especially to soil sciences and geography, domains where he is actively involved to design and develop models representing real phenomena.
